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WELLOW PARISH COUNCIL 

ANNUAL PARISH MEETING                                                                                                                                                

Wednesday 24
th

 April 2013 

Report by Borough Councillor Gordon Bailey 

Firstly, my sincere apologies for not being able to attend this evening due to being away on business. 

 

The past year has continued to be a difficult year for many due to the ongoing economic situation. 

Whilst the low interest rates are helpful to those with mortgages, it also creates problems for those 

who rely on their savings to create additional income. 

 

Over the past few years Test Valley has been looking at ways to reduce expenditure on its 

administration and as I reported last year, one of the considerations was the viability of the Duttons 

Road offices.  Basically Test Valley were operating two expensive facilities and as the one at Andover 

was newer and  also able to accommodate the staff from Duttons Road,  it was therefore logical to 

look for a smaller facility which could still serve the south of the borough.  Duttons road was closed 

late last year and the majority of the staff transferred to Andover.   A smaller facility was still 

required in Romsey and therefore following extensive discussions and negotiations it was decided to 

purchase the Old Magistrates Court.  This was completed and opened to the public earlier this year, 

this appears to have been successful with no problems and therefore the Duttons Road was placed 

on the market and several offers having been received. 

At the Council meeting last week it was agreed that the officers could investigate the two highest 

offers received for the site with a view to the sale. 

 

As some of you may be aware the old South East Plan that required local Councils to build a set 

number of houses has been abolished. However the requirement for house numbers still remains a 

Government priority.  Each Council is required to have a fifteen to twenty year supply of land for 

building purposes, we are lucky here in Wellow that all the large developments are either around 

Romsey or Andover.  

We in Wellow are classed in the Northern sector with Andover, which is having in excess of 6000 

houses constructed which basically covers the numbers that are required, however it does not mean 

that we are completely free of development. It must be expected that some will take place and 

these are usually on infill sites within the current developments. Both Tony and I listen to your Parish 

Council’s views on all applications that are received and try to support them at Test Valley. 

 

We continue to support our village and the residents and both Tony and I are always available to 

assist with problems should you require our assistance. 

    

 

Gordon Bailey 

 

 


